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9:00 – 10:15 a.m. Nature and nurture revisited



 Current evidence on the early development of language and literacy from fields

of genetics, early childhood education, and speech‐language pathology.



 Spoken  written
 Written  spoken

10:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. Assessment profiles in the early school‐age years
 Implications for early diagnosis of risks associated with dyslexia, dysgraphia,

oral/written language‐learning disabilities, and autism spectrum disorders.



storytelling, book sharing, and emergent writing with a focus on communication
of meaning and emotional support.





1:00 p.m. – 2:30 p.m. Early prevention and instruction in the home
 Focus on helping parents develop skills for reciprocal communication, interactive

2:30 p.m. – 4:00 p.m. Early prevention and instruction in the preschool




 Focus on building preschool‐home connections (including preschool journaling),

symbolic play (including literacy artifacts), interactive storytelling about there‐
and‐then events, phonological and orthographic awareness, all emphasizing fun,
narration, exposition.

Spoken and written language
development are thoroughly
intertwined




It’s never too early (or late) to work on
literacy
Strong school – home connections are
essential
Reading isn’t just about sounding out
words
Writing isn’t just about forming letters &
spelling words
Literacy isn’t just about books

Literacy learning risks – genetic and environmental

It takes a whole brain to communicate by talking, listening, reading, and writing.

N.W. Nelson, Western Michigan U.
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Left

Right

Heschl’s gyrus

Evidence from prenatal, perinatal, and postnatal wiring of the brain

SPOKEN LANGUAGE


FOX‐P2 (Chromosome 18)
 Necessary for

synaptogenesis in
Brodman’s 41b (auditory
association area)
 Associated with past‐
tense verb learning, but…
 “the same ability requires
virtually all the cortical
areas, most of the genes,
and highly elaborated
language experience.”
▪ (Finley, 2005, p. 212)
Can prevention and intervention improve the wiring and efficiency of neural
networks?

READING


DCDC2
 May affect neuronal migration in

people with reading disability
 As many as 20% cases with

dyslexia due to the DCDC2 gene
 Statistical approach to study and

compare specific DNA markers in
153 dyslexic families.
 Brain circuits must communicate
with each other.
 In dyslexia, circuits are disrupted
 Compensatory brain circuits are
inefficient.
▪ (Gruen and others, 2005)

No gene can “cause”
language or reading
problems…

“Genes do not specify
behaviours or
cognitive processes;
they make regulatory
factors, signaling
molecules, receptors,
enzymes, and so on,
that interact in highly
complex networks,
modulated by
environmental
influences, in order to
build and maintain the
brain”
(Fisher, 2006,
p. 270).
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Finley, B. L. (2005). Rethinking developmental neurobiology. In
M. Tomasello & D. I. Slobin (Eds.), Beyond nature‐nurture:
Essays in honor of Elizabeth Bates (pp. 195‐218). Mahwah, NJ:
Lawrence Erlbaum.
Fisher, S. A. (2006). Tangled webs: Tracing the connections
between genes and cognition. Cognition, 101, 270‐297.
Meng, H., Smith, S. D., Hager…., & Gruen, J. R. (2005). DCDC2
is associated with reading disability and modulates neuronal
development in the brain. PNAS, 102(47), 17053‐17058. (also
see: DYSLEXIA; The novel discovery of "DCDC2" gene is
associated with dyslexia. Science Letter, Nov. 2005, p. 666.)
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What do you predict about
children with dyslexia?
Overactivated?
Underactivated?



fMRI studies
 Overactivation in left anterior region (Broca’s)
 Underactivation in posterior regions (Wernicke’s, Angular Gyrus, Occipito‐Temporal

Lobe)



▪ Shaywitz, B. A., Lyon, G. R., & Shaywitz, S. E. (2006). The role of functional magnetic resonance
imaging in understanding reading and dyslexia. Developmental Neuropsychology, 30(1), 613‐632.
▪ Shaywitz et al. (2004). Development of left occipitotemporal systems for skilled reading in children
after a phonologically‐ based intervention. Biological Psychiatry, 55, 926‐933.

PET studies

 Evidence that some areas of brain work in isolation of others in dyslexia
▪ Paulesu, E., Frith, U., Snowling, M., Gallagher, A., Morton, J., Frackowiak, R. S. J., & Frith, C. D.
(1996). Is developmental dyslexia a disconnection syndrome? Evidence from PET scanning. Brain,
119, 143‐157.



Anatomical and functional differences in familial studies

 Anomalies in the cerebellar‐frontal circuit associated with problems of rapid

automatic naming and reading, but without primary spoken language impairment.
▪ Eckert, M. A., Leonard, C. M., Richards, T. L., Aylward, E. H., Thomson, J., & Berninger, V. W. (2003).
Anatomical correlates of dyslexia: Frontal and cerebellar findings. Brain, 126, 482‐494.

 Research shows that cerebellum, known for its role in coordinating motor activity,

plays a role in integrating perceptual and cognitive processes, including reading.

▪ Fulbright, R. K., Jenner, A. R., Mencl, W. E., Pugh, K. R., Shaywitz, B. A., Shaywitz, S. E., Frost, S. J.,
Skudlarski, P., Constable, R. T., Lacadie, C. M., Marchione, K. E., & Gore, J. C. (1999). The
cerebellum’s role in reading: A functional MR imaging study. American Journal of Neuroradiology, 20,
1925‐1930.



Spoken and written language
development are thoroughly
intertwined
Spoken  written
Written  spoken

Think about—
 How language learning unfolds in early experience
 How early experience supports language learning
 Where we are headed

N.W. Nelson, Western Michigan U.
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Semantic Knowledge
‐Figurative meaning
‐Event relations
‐Case relations
‐Lexical referents

Syntactic Knowledge
‐Sentence relations
‐Sentence combining
‐Sentence structures
‐Gramm. morphemes

Graphophonemic
Knowledge
‐Words
‐Syllable/morpheme
‐Sound‐symbol assoc.

Metacognitive
Strategies
Reasons
and
Control

Construction of
MEANING

World/Prior
Knowledge
‐Schemas
‐Categories
‐Inferences

A brief primer on
LEARNING TO
READ & WRITE


Partial
sources

Pragmatic Knowledge
‐Author’s intention
‐Audience information
‐Topic management
‐Contextual variation







Input/Output
Modalities
Stimuli
and
Products

Discourse Knowledge
‐Scripts
‐Story grammar
‐Text cohesion
‐Formats





LINGUISTIC CONTEXT

ASHA Committee on Reading and Writing, 2001 (position statement,
roles and responsibilities, technical report)
Apel, K., Masterson, J., & Brimo, D. (2012). Spelling assessment and
intervention. In A. G. Kamhi & H. W. Catts (Eds.), Language and reading
disabilities (3rd ed., pp. 226‐243). Boston, MA: Allyn & Bacon.
Catts, H. W., & Kamhi, A. G. (Eds.). (2005). Language and Reading
Disabilities (2nd ed., pp. 72‐93). Boston, MA: Allyn & Bacon.
Chall, J. S. (1967). Learning to read: The great debate. NY: McGraw‐Hill.
National Research Council, Committee on the Prevention of Reading
Difficulties of Young Children, Snow, C. E., Burns, M. S., & Griffin, P.
(Eds.). (1998). Preventing reading difficulties in young children.
Washington, DC: National Academy Press.
Scott, C. M. (2012). Learning to write. In A. G. Kamhi & H. W. Catts
(Eds.), Language and reading disabilities (3rd ed., pp. 244‐268). Boston,
MA: Allyn & Bacon.
Snowling, M. J., & Hayiou‐Thomas, M. E. (2006). The dyslexia
spectrum: Continuities between reading, speech, and language
impairments. Topics in Language Disorders, 26(2), 110‐126.

NONLINGUISTIC CONTEXT



Oral language development: receptive & expressive
 Phonology, vocabulary, and syntax
 Telling and comprehending stories

Print awareness
Book knowledge
Reading and writing in dramatic play (pretend
reading & writing in print‐rich environments)
 Social literacy for reading faces,
understanding intentions, etc.
 Phonological awareness (“shallow”)
 Alphabetic principle
 Scribble writing  letter‐like formations
 real letters














“Read to learn”
Flexible application of word‐structure knowledge
Learn new vocabulary and concepts from print sources
Use redundancies of language and knowledge of
discourse structures to make sense
Use conventional spelling (except for some challenging
spellings)
Understand & produce complex discourse for many
communicative purposes (including social notes)
Can talk & write about stories, expository, poetry
Place social value on “chapter books”
Display full range of writing processes
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Phonemic awareness (“deep”) (segmenting/
blending/deleting/transposing)
Phonics (sound‐symbol association)
Word level decoding/invented (phonetic)
spelling
“Glued” to print while reading
Emerging orthographic and morphological
awareness and some mental graphemic
representations in spelling (recognize and
reproduce chunks)
Recognize known oral vocabulary in print
Comprehend content/vocabulary‐controlled
texts in reading
Comprehend complex texts read aloud
Write notes to family, stories, reports, etc.

Read and write original texts in multiple
genres critically and selectively
Grasp multiple layers of meaning (figurative,
abstract)
Aware of etymology (word roots and origins,
e.g., Greek, Latin) and use it for learning new
vocabulary and spelling
Master writing processes (ongoing)
Apply full range of executive skills to
controlling and guiding what, when, how
much to read and write (e.g., deciding what
not to read)
Aware of author/audience role and multiple
points of view
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Phonemic awareness — ability to focus on and
manipulate the smallest units of sound in spoken
language
Phonics — relationship between the letters of written
language and the sounds of spoken language
Vocabulary development — stored information
about the meaning and pronunciation of words
Reading fluency — ability to read accurately, quickly,
and with expression
Reading comprehension — ability to understand or
gain meaning from text






What is dyslexia?
If a child has a genetic risk for dyslexia, is
there anything parents and early childhood
educators do about it?
Can prevention and intervention improve the
wiring and efficiency of neural networks?

Understanding dyslexia
How can this inform work in the preschool years?

 Thinking
 Writing
 Reading
 Speaking
 Listening

•

Reading decoding

comprehension / expression

 Sound/word level knowledge
 Graphophonemic & orthographic knowledge
 Focus on form

•

Reading comprehension

Reading fluency

 Sentence/discourse level knowledge
 Syntactic & macrostructure knowledge
 Focus on making sense
Gough, P. B., & Tunmer, W. (1986). Decoding, reading, and reading
disability. Remedial and Special Education, 7, 6‐10.

N.W. Nelson, Western Michigan U.

decoding/ word formation
Bishop, D. V. M., & Snowling, M. J. (2004). Developmental dyslexia and
specific language impairment: Same or different? Psychological Bulletin,
130, 858‐886.
Catts, H. W., & Kamhi, A. G. (Eds.). (2005). The connections between
language and reading disabilities. Mahwah, NJ: Erlbaum.
Nelson (2010). Language and Literacy Disorders: Infancy through
Adolescence. Boston, MA: Allyn & Bacon.
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Comprehension
(sentence/discourse level)
 Ideas/message/intention



 Ideas/message/intention

Decoding
(sound/word level)


&) phonology

Listening
Reading

Sentence/
Discourse
Level
Comprehension
Formulation
Narrative
Expository

Normal

Normal

Normal

Below

Below

Normal

Comprehension
Deficit

Normal

Below

Normal

 Synthesize words

Pragmatic
Language Imp.

Normal

Below

Below

 Represent in print

Dyslexia/
Dysgraphia

Below

Normal

Normal

Autism Spectrum
Disorder

Normal

Narrative low

Below

Transcription
(sound/word/letter level)

Spellinghandwriting

Virginia W. Berninger and colleagues
Family genetics studies of dyslexia & dysgraphia



Expository high

No preschool history of
problems in oral language
milestones or primary oral
language disability
 Impaired accuracy and/or rate
in lists or passage context


Berninger, V., & Richards, T. (2010). Inter‐relationships among behavioral markers,
genes, brain, and treatment in dyslexia and dysgraphia. Future Neurology, 5, 597‐
617.
Silliman, E. R., & Berninger, V. W. (2011). Cross‐disciplinary dialogue about the nature
of oral and written language problems in the context of developmental, academic,
and phenotypic profiles. Topics in Language Disorders, 31(1), 6‐23.

LEARNING PROFILE







First signs in Kdg or 1st grade
 naming letters
 associating sounds with them

Exclusion criteria—Normal range on:
1)
Cognition and memory
2)
Social emotional
3)
Attention and executive functions
4)
Sensory and motor
5)
Oral language

First signs in Kdg or 1st grade
Impaired handwriting (primary
feature)—legibility of letter
formation and/or automaticity of
retrieval of ordered letters from
memory and production of letter
forms with a model (copy) or from
memory
Impaired spelling (with or without
handwriting impairment) even
when copying
Impaired spelling without
impaired word reading (incidence
1% to 4%)
Impaired handwriting or spelling
can interfere with written
composition or work completion

Play
Nonverbal
Nonliteral
Theory of Mind
Pragmatics

Language Imp.
(SLI or NLI)

LEARNING PROFILE




Social Skills

Typical Language
 Synthesize sentences

 Recognize as meaningful
 Analyze (print/spelling

Pronouncing
Decoding
Spelling

(sentence/discourse level)

 Analyze sentences & relations



Sound/Word
Level

Speaking
Writing
Formulation

PHENOTYPE PROFILE





Impaired receptive and/or
expressive orthographic coding
(storing and processing written
words in working memory and
analyzing the letters in them)
Impaired sequential finger
movements
Impaired orthographic loop
(internal codes for letters and
written words, finger sequencing
plans, and integration of those
orthographic codes with finger
movements for letter and word
production)

N.W. Nelson, Western Michigan U.

 word decoding (pseudowords)
 word reading (real words), and/or
 word spelling (dictation and

PHENOTYPE PROFILE

Impaired phonological
coding
 Impaired orthographic
coding
 Impaired phonological loop
 Impaired orthographic loop


 internal codes for letters and

written words
 finger sequencing plans
 integration of orthographic

codes with finger movements
for letter and word production

composing)

DEVELOPMENTAL
PROFILE
 Preschool history of oral

LEARNING PROFILE
 Impaired reading

comprehension
 Word level (vocabulary)
language problems
 Sentence level (sentence
comprehension),
 All other developmental
 Text level (factual and
domains in normal range
inferential questions)
 Specific language
following oral and/or
impairment (SLI) or
silent reading during the
language learning
school years.
disability (LLD) occurs in  Impaired syntax or other
which one or more but not language problems affect
written composition
all language skills are
 Same impairments as in
impaired
dyslexia may occur

language delay

 Persisting oral and written

PHENOTYPE PROFILE
 Impaired morphological

coding
 Impaired syntax coding
 Impaired word retrieval
 Impaired listening

comprehension
 Same impairments as

profile for dyslexia may
occur
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Assess sound/word & sentence/discourse abilities across spoken &
written modalities







Seek corroboration from multiple sources





Language Level
Modality

Could administer multiple tests of oral and written language (e.g.,
CELF4, GORT, TOWL, TNL, WRMT)
Need normative data based on common standardization group
Current options with common standardization group: WJIII, OWLS,
ITPA
Need to be able to interpret findings (sensible theoretical model)
Ethnographic interviews; unstandardized tools
A few evidence‐based checklists (ORS with CELF‐4, Bishop’s CCC)

Add qualitative information from non‐standardized contextualized
measures




Curriculum‐based language assessment and intervention (Nelson,
1989; 2010)
QRI‐5 (Leslie & Caldwell, 2011)
CBM (DIBELS, naming sounds from letters)

Sound/Word Level

Sentence/Discourse Level

Listening

1. Vocabulary awareness
2. Phonemic awareness

6. Listening comprehension
8. Following directions

Speaking

4. Nonword repetition

3. Story retelling
13. Social communication

Reading

10. Nonword reading
11. Reading fluency

7. Reading comprehension

Writing

5. Nonword spelling

12. Written expression

Memory

14. Digits forward
15. Digits backward

9. Delayed story retelling

Nelson, N. W., Helm‐Estabrooks, N., Hotz, G., & Plante, E. (developed with support of Brookes
Publishing and a grant from the U.S. Dept of Ed, IES)
nickola.nelson@wmich.edu or michele.a.anderson@wmich.edu

Sound/Word Composite Vocabulary

Composite

Sentence/Discourse
Composite

Sensitivity
to LLD

Specificity
for NL

LR+

LR‐

Sensitivity
to LLD

Specificity
for NL

LR+

LR‐

Sensitivity
to LLD

Specificity
for NL

LR+

LR‐

100

89

9.1

0.0

89

100

8.9

0.1

100

88

8.3

0.0

3‐5

92

84

5.8

0.1

92

80

4.6

0.1

100

88

8.3

0.0

6‐8

100

87

7.7

0.0

100

80

5.0

0.01

100

80

5.0

0.0

9‐12

80

80

4.0

0.3

100

80

5.0

0.01

83

80

4.2

0.2

Grade
1‐2

59 students with NL distributed across grades : 1‐2 (n = 9); 3‐5 (n = 25); 6‐8 (n = 15); 9‐12 (n = 10)
38 students with LLD distributed across grades: 1‐2 (n = 9); 3‐5 (n = 12); 6‐8 (n = 11); 9‐12 (n = 6) (all with
CELF‐4 scores <85)

Sentence/Discourse Ability

2
1.5

Good listening comp
& sentence
formulation?
Low reading
decoding & fluency
& spelling?

1
High in both?

0.5
Sound/Word Ability

Low in both?

High sound/word
skills and surface
reading?
Low comprehension
in listening and
reading?

0

360116

‐0.5

420204

‐1
‐1.5
‐2
‐2.5

N.W. Nelson, Western Michigan U.
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GEN ED TEACHER RATINGS

Has an IEP. LD as primary
eligibility (rdg).
Also gets help in class (co‐
taught by special ed
teacher and other
assignments read to her).
Reading decoding and
fluency goals on IEP.
No LI as secondary
eligibility
Full scale IQ = 94
DIBELS 16 wpm

PARENT RATINGS

Sentence/Discourse Ability

Good listening comp
& sentence
formulation
Low reading
decoding & fluency
& spelling

High in both?

Sound/Word Ability

Low in both?

No preschool services.
Positive family history.

High sound/word
skills and surface
reading?
Low comprehension
in listening and
reading?

Consistent with diagnosis of dyslexia?

Start with a contextualized task that has been selected with parent and child input…Ask
– What would I have to do to complete this task? (Expected Response)



Use Strengths, target weaknesses, make connections






Use curricular materials and contexts





Teach and solidify skills that are missing, underdeveloped, or laborious
Help children develop awareness of cues and integrate skills (some they may
have but are not bringing on line) across modalities and levels to make sense
Provide guided practice to build automaticity and fluency while continuing
to focus on the communicative value of the experience
Work within broader systems to support function and participation
Stay as whole as you can, but focus on parts when necessary (paraphrase of
Barbara Ehren)

Gather periodic probes to document progress and decide
next steps



Engage children and adolescents in monitoring and documenting progress
Celebrate success!

Assess





Intervene





Assess





Observed response [OR]
Observe independent approach to
task.
Note missed cues (What did child do?)
[ORER]
Frame and focus the child on missed
cues
(Show child how to bridge the gap.)
Expected response [ER]
Observe independent use of cues
Observe fluency and automaticity in
integrated contexts

Tools for Assessing
Reading & Writing

Periodic probes







www.wmich.edu/hhs/sppa “special
projects”
Leslie, L., & Caldwell, J. S. (2011).
Qualitative Reading Inventory‐5. Boston,
MA: Pearson.
Nelson, N. W., Bahr, C. M., & Van Meter, A.
M. (2004). The writing lab approach.
Baltimore, MD: Paul H. Brookes Publishing.
Nelson, N. W., & Van Meter, A. M. (2002).
Assessing reading and writing samples for
planning and evaluating change. Topics in
Language Disorders 22(2), 47‐72.

Writing Lab Outreach Project Web site www.wmich.edu/hhs/sppa “special projects”

N.W. Nelson, Western Michigan U.
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READING PROBES

WRITING PROBES
2



Sound/Word Level



 Sound  Letter
 Phonetic  Word/ Morpheme/

 Letter  Sound
 Orthographic patterns 

 Handwriting fluency

▪ tough, rough
▪ like, likes; Mike, Mike’s



 Whole word fluency

Sentence/Discourse Level
 Paraphrase text
 Point our referents across

sentence boundaries
 Answer questions
 Draw inferences
 Summarize or retell passages

1.5
1

Syllable  Orthographic pattern

Syllable/Morpheme



Sound/Word Level

Sentence/Discourse level
 Plan strategically
▪ Generate idea
▪ Organize content
 Formulate sentences orally 

transcribe into print

0.5
0

360116

‐0.5

420204

‐1

 Use variety of sentence structures;

written grammar

‐1.5

 Keep audience in mind re amount of

detail
 Reread and make edits

‐2
‐2.5

Sound‐symbol association
(alphabetic principle)
Low phonemic awareness



Inadequate sound‐symbol
association knowledge
Misses orthographic cues
about how to pronounce
vowels
Reading fluency is a big
problem





Spelling rated lowest by
both teacher and parent



Use multi‐modality, multi‐sensory
approach to make sound‐symbol
association automatic

Sound/letter  speech “Say /p/”
 Make page for “My Sounds & Letters Book”
 Symbol chip (avoid letter names)
 Precise articulation; attention to distinctive
features
Sound/speech (visual or aud only)  symbol “Point
to /p/”
 From array of easily distinguished sounds/letters
ee p t
m _o_ s a_e
Symbol  sound “What sound does this letter
make?”
Sound  letter “Write /p/”

N.W. Nelson, Western Michigan U.











Barrie‐Blackley, S. (2011). The Structure of Written English &
Orton‐Gillingham for SLPs [online course]
http://support.lexercise.com/entries/20510387‐lexercise‐
professional‐education‐courses
DuBard, E. (1974). Teaching aphasics and other language
deficient children: Theory and application of the association
method. Hattiesburg, MS: University Press of Mississippi.
Lindamood, P., & Lindamood, P. (1998). Lindamood phonemic
sequencing program for reading, spelling, and speech (LiPS;
formerly called Auditory Discrimination in Depth). Austin, TX:
ProEd.
Monsees, E. K. (1972). Structured language for children with
special language learning problems. Washington, DC: Children’s
Hospital National Medical Center.
McGinnis, M. (1963). Aphasic children. Washington, DC: A. G.
Bell Association.
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b

oo1

fa_e

o

fee

e

foo1

t

Word Pattern Recognition

(Orthographic Principle)
Tries to “sound out”
words, need to develop a
“direct route”
Misses orthographic cues
about how to pronounce
vowels



Consonant  Vowel
 Single consonant  multiple vowels
 Multiple consonants  single vowel



Vowel  Consonant

 Single vowel  multiple consonants
 Multiple vowels  single consonant

Reading fluency is a big
problem
Is she aware of
inflectional and
derivational morphemes?




CVC
Onset  Rime

Is she using relatively
better sentence/
discourse skills to assist
with fluency?



Morphology  Orthography

Can she monitor
comprehension – “Does
that make sense?”

i_e

 Common “word families”

 Common “chunks” ‐ing, ‐tion, un‐,

dis‐

igh

_y

o_e

oa

_ow2

a_e

ai

_ay

N.W. Nelson, Western Michigan U.

see

see

see

sa_e

say

sai_

si_e
so_e
soo

si_e
soa
sou

sigh
so
sue
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Word Families
(analogical processes)

Fluent Word Recognition/Spelling with
Connection to Form & Meaning in
Context
Limited or
inefficient
strategies for
difficult text.
Difficulty
monitoring
sense‐making.



Reading  Saying
 What sound do you see at the beginning of that








word?
Get your mouth ready; find it in your brain
Do you see a chunk that you know? What’s the
first chunk?
Does that make sense?
Read along with me. Hop on my finger.

Saying  Spelling

 Say the word you want to spell
▪ Say it slowly; What sound do you say first?
▪ Say it in chunks
 That says _____. Is that what you wanted? What

Misses cues about
orthographic
regularities in reading
and spelling.
Limited use of
analogical reading
strategies.

letter do you need to get me to say “________”?

 Let me show you a neat little word family. We

can make a new page in your author notebook.

Comprehension
& Composition

WRITTEN OUTPUT
(360116)

INPUT CONTENT UNITS

 Start with expression of own ideas
Decoding & fluency
problems are interfering
 Orally
with reading
 In writing
comprehension.

 General principle: Elaboration before correctness



Time: 10 minutes
3/16 content units = 19%
3 content/3 T‐units = 1.00 SCI
7/10 wds without error = 70%

Difficulty formulating
sentences in Social
Communication task and
in Written Expression
Omitted content in
Written Expression
Word level interference
with sentence/discourse
level processing

Dynamic assessment/scaffolding of area of
breakdown

 Missing key vocabulary?
▪ Direct instruction, illustration, application in new
contexts
 Sentence level?
▪ Paraphrasing
▪ Sentence verification
 Discourse level?
▪ Detecting macrostructure
▪ Organizing texts to achieve a communicative purpose

2
1.5
1
0.5
0
‐0.5

360117

‐1

350110

‐1.5
‐2
‐2.5
‐3
‐3.5

N.W. Nelson, Western Michigan U.
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WRITTEN OUTPUT
(360117)

INPUT CONTENT UNITS

No IEP (360117 is in
our LLR group)

Sentence/Discourse Ability

Only service mentioned by
parent is “reading
Good listening comp
& sentence
intervention” at school.
formulation?

Time: 6 minutes
3/20 content units = 19%
3 content/3 T‐units = 1.00 SCI
8/10 wds without error = 80%
Child said, “I wrote it without the periods so it makes it not so choppy.”

Teachers report attention
and social issues, needs
math and writing RtI
interventions. Special Ed
teacher has concerns
about possible ASD.
Parents decline to discuss.

Low reading
decoding & fluency
& spelling?

High in both?

Sound/Word Ability

Low in both

High sound/word
skills and surface
reading?
Low comprehension
in listening and
reading?

One year later, still no IEP.
School personnel are
concerned.
Consistent with diagnosis of dyslexia?
Consistent with diagnosis of specific comprehension deficit?
Consistent with a diagnosis of ASD?






Focus on helping parents develop skills
for reciprocal communication
Interactive storytelling
Book sharing
Emergent writing with a focus on
communication of meaning
and emotional support

Primary contexts for language learning—
Joint Action Routines (JAR)
(Jerome Bruner, 1986, Actual Minds,
Possible Worlds)

N.W. Nelson, Western Michigan U.
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(Mommy in hospital having baby brother)

N.W. Nelson, Western Michigan U.
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Encourage symbolic play (including literacy
artifacts)
Interactive storytelling about there‐and‐then
events
Phonological/orthographic awareness
Focus on building preschool‐home
connections (including preschool journaling)

Reading isn’t just about
sounding out words
Writing isn’t just about forming
letters & spelling words
Literacy isn’t just about books

Context that encourages complex scripts
Artifacts that could be introduced into the
play

N.W. Nelson, Western Michigan U.
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Vivian Paley



“He plays alone; he tells stories to himself; he seems
unaware of our habits and customs. Ask him a question
and he says his helicopter is broken. Suggest an activity
and he rushes away to fix his helicopter, sometimes
knocking over a building in his path.” (p. 29)



To student teacher: “Look, Trish, I’ll admit I’ve little faith in
your lists of so‐called learning disabilities. But, in any case,
none of these labels apply in a classroom that sees children
as storytellers. These labels don’t describe the imagination.
A storyteller is always in the strongest position; to be
known by his or her stories puts the child in the most
favorable light.” (p. 54)

“There was a time when I believed it was my task to show the children how
to solve their problems. I wrote: I do not ask you to stop thinking about
play. Our contract reads more like this: If you will keep trying to explain
yourselves, I will keep showing you how to think about the problems you
need to solve.
 After a few years, the contract needed to be rewritten: Let me study
your play and figure out how play helps you solve your problems. Play
contains your questions, and I must know what questions you are asking
before mine will be useful.
 Even this is not accurate enough. Today I would add: Put your play into
formal narratives, and I will help you and your classmates listen to one
another. In this way you will build a literature of images and themes, or
beginnings and endings, of references and allusions. You must invent
your own literature if you are to connect your ideas to the ideas of
others.”

N.W. Nelson, Western Michigan U.

I remember two scenes from his first week of school. In one Jason sits on the floor
with his father, building with Legos. He looks up as I enter the room and his large
dark eyes are not welcoming.
“What are you making Jason?”
“Don’t have a conversation with me,” he whines. His father smiles apologetically, and
Jason moves to block the view.
Another scene takes place at the painting table. This time Jason’s mother sits behind
him as he paints. Eli points to Jason’s helicopter and asks, “Can it fly?”
“Don’t talk to me about that!” Jason shouts, frightening Eli with his unexpected
intensity.
“Wait, Eli, you didn’t do anything wrong.” I say, putting an arm around him. “Jason,
it’s okay if Eli talks to you. That’s what happens in school. Eli was being friendly.”
Jason stays close to his mother, moving his helicopter around her, landing it on her
lap, her shoes, on top of her purse, as he watches us. Surprisingly, the next day, he
allows her to leave. He has decided to stay. He and his helicopter.
What theoretical perspective do you see here? Adult directed or
child centered? Role of Jason’s mother and father?

Eli tells me, “Guess what, teacher. Jason let me talk to him.”
“I’m glad you told me that, Eli.”
“I wanted to see his helicopter and he let me see it but not touch it.”
“I wonder why.”
“Because the blade was broken. He was fixing it.”
My first conversation with Jason is based on Eli’s report.
“Jason, Eli told me some good news. He talked to you and you didn’t say
‘Don’t talk to me.’ You told him your helicopter was broken. Did you fix
it?”
“Yes, but nobody can touch it. It’s de‐li‐cate.”
“Okay. I’ll tell everyone. Boys and girls, listen. Jason doesn’t want anyone
to touch his helicopter. It’s delicate.”
“Br‐r‐r‐ah‐ow!” His roar blots out my voice.
What technique is Paley using?
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Though Jason ignores the children’s play, he spends more time at
the story table when they tell their stories.
“Would you like to tell a story,” I ask him one morning.
“I’m cutting a blade,” he says.
“That could be a story. I could write ‘I’m cutting a blade.’”
“My blade is broken.”
“I can put that in your story too. ‘My blade is broken.’”
He doesn’t answer, and I do not print the words. I can no more
pretend Jason is dictating a story than I can pretend he is
playing with Simon.

Paley (p. 36)
There is a question I have begun to ask “Is there a helicopter
in this story?”
“No,” Simon replies.
“Then you mustn’t come on the stage, Jason.”
….
I resume Simon’s story and again Jason forges loudly onto
the stage.
“Simon, is there a helicopter in your story? Do the squirrels
see a helicopter?” Simon can barely hear me over Jason’s
tumult.
Is there a turning point here? Comments on the “Ownership” and
“Patience” Principles

One day when Jason forged “loudly onto the stage,” and
Paley asked:
P “Simon, is there a helicopter in your story? Do the
squirrels see a helicopter?”
= Simon can barely hear me over Jason’s tumult.
S “No…uh, yeah, they do. They heered it flying over there.
Then it lands on this spot. Right here.”
= Jason winds down and stops on the designated place.
J “Bru‐ur‐umpt! I turned off the motor.”
= Jason has deliberately furthered another child’s story. (pp.
37‐38)

= Paley heard Jason asking her question to Arlene, “who has just
begun her story about a little girl, a mother, and a crocodile,” when
Paley was surprised to hear Jason asking,
J “Do you have a helicopter in your story?”
= Paley noted that Arlene must have been surprised too, that he had
borrowed Paley’s question
J Repeats question three times before Arlene responds with a
question of her own
A “Is it too noisy?”
J {takes one of his helicopter pictures from the stack he has created,
and comes around the table and drops the picture on Arlene’s
story}
J “It’s already going to land. I turned off the motor.’” (p. 49)

N.W. Nelson, Western Michigan U.

P “You turned off your motor when Simon told you to land. Now you know
all about stories. Do you want to tell one?”
J “Yes.”…
J “And a helicopter. A turbo prop. It’s flying.”…
= In the story room, Jason zooms around the rug as I read his story… When
he stops, I say,
P “I wonder if the helicopter sees another plane?”
J “Someone,” he answers.
P “Which someone?”
J “The squirrel someone.”
= Simon stands up.
S “He means me. I’m the plane, right?”
J Jason nods, and Simon imitates the helicopter roar we have come to
know so well. Chins forward, arms in motion, the boys fly together in
formation.

Assessment & Intervention
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Comprehension
Concepts about print
Phonological
awareness
Alphabetic principle
English & Spanish





The child will demonstrate phonological
awareness, print awareness, and knowledge
of the alphabetic principle.
The child will demonstrate the ability to
construct narratives for storytelling and in
dramatic play and will retell stories that have
been read aloud.

http://www.highscope.org/Content.asp?ContentId=114







Playing with how words sound (rhyming,
alliteration, prosody) “phonological
awareness”
Becoming aware that words are made up
of individual sounds “phonemic
awareness”
Developing joint reference and joint
action routines (making communicative
connections—joy of books)




Send spiral notebook home with requests for
“news” of the night
Parent makes primitive drawing and records
child’s dictated comments exactly

Doggie eat grass. Got sick. Yucky.

N.W. Nelson, Western Michigan U.

Strong school – home
connections are essential






Looks at news picture with child
Redraws picture on bigger paper
Scaffolds retelling of “there and then” narrative
Invites child to color picture, add features, write
name

Doggie eat grass. Got sick on floor. Mommy clean it up.
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Retells story with support of news picture with
peers in circle
Calls on peers to ask questions
Responds with elaborated information

PEER: What kind of dog is it? CHILD: A brown dog.

Dr. Lena Caesar (P.I.)
Andrews University (Now at Loyola of Maryland)
Students from Andrews & WMU
Telemon Migrant Head Start Center
ASHA Multi‐cultural Grant









SALSA Roja
Tues‐Thurs 5 weeks + 2
pre/post
Journals in red bags went
home weekly; back on Mon
Parents shown how to
journal in pre‐session
Mostly Spanish
Some English
Wonderful pictures
Some stories
Pictures redrawn and
discussed individually during
choice time
Shared in Circle Time—
bilingual interactions

All children in Migrant Head Start Preschool Program—
some with special needs
Assigned randomly to experimental or control classroom

SALSA Verde










Tues‐Thurs 5 weeks + 2
pre/post
Books in green bags went
home weekly; back on Mon
Parents asked to look at the
books with their children in
the pre‐session
Preschool concepts:
alphabet, shapes (no stories)
Scaffolding language during
choice time (following child’s
lead)
Songs and book reading
during Circle Time—bilingual
interactions

N.W. Nelson, Western Michigan U.
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p = .02
p = .02

purple = morado

p = .02
p = .02

N.W. Nelson, Western Michigan U.
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Wilcoxon Results

Wilcoxon Results
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•

•

If a child has a genetic risk for dyslexia, is
there anything parents and early childhood
educators do about it?
Can prevention and intervention improve
the wiring and efficiency of neural networks?

After receiving treatment focused on morphological units,
abnormally active frontal lobe involvement was replaced
with findings of no difference between groups for boys and
girls from 9 to 12 years dyslexia compared with matched
controls.




Reading intervention changed activation patterns for 10
children with dyslexia, bringing them closer to patterns for 10
normal readers.




Aylward E. H., Richards T. L., Berninger V. W., Nagy, W. E., Field, K. M., Grimme, C., Richards, A. L., Thomson, J.
B., & Cramer, S. C. (2003). Instructional treatment associated with changes in brain activation in children with
dyslexia. Neurology, 61(2), 212‐219.

Phonological‐based treatment resulted in heightened
activation in the left posterior occipito‐temporal region,
related to improved fluent reading.


N.W. Nelson, Western Michigan U.

Richards, T. L., Aylward, E. H., Field, P. M., Grimme, A. C., Raskind, W., Richards, A. L., Nagy, W., Eckert, M.,
Leonard, C., Abbott, R. D., & Berninger, V. W. (2006). Converging evidence for triple word form theory in children
with dyslexia. Developmental Neuropsychology, 30(1), 547‐589.

Shaywitz, B. A., Shaywitz, S. E., Blachman, B. A., Pugh, K. R., Fulbright, R. K., Skudlarski, P., Mencl, W. E.,
Constable, R. T., Holahan, J. M., Marchione, K. E., Fletcher, J. M., Lyon, G. R., & Gore, J. C. (2004). Development of
left occipitotemporal systems for skilled reading in children after a phonologically‐ based intervention. Biological
Psychiatry 55 926‐933
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•
•
•

Children with dyslexia have a unique profile…including
strengths
Children with oral and written disorder (LLD) may
demonstrate problems similar to dyslexia but exhibit other
difficulties too
Prevention and intervention should take advantage of
strengths while targeting areas of weakness to build
connections across systems…and having fun!
 Symbolic play is a critical contributor to discourse/sentence level

and vocabulary development and comprehension

 Target elaboration before correctness
 Explicit instruction may need required to develop sound symbol

associations and word‐structure knowledge

 Problems are not just within children, and neither are the

Personal plans:
One principle to keep in mind…
One thing to try…

solutions

N.W. Nelson, Western Michigan U.
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